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ABSTRACT 
We present several solvability concepts for linear differential-algebraic equations 
(DAEs) with constant coefficients on the positive time axis as well as for the associated 
singular systems, and investigate under which conditions these concepts are met. 
Next, we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for global consistency of initial 
conditions for the DAE as well as for the system, and generalize these conditions with 
respect to our concept of weak consistency. Our distributional approach enables us to 
generalize results in an earlier paper, where singular systems are assumed to have a 
regular pencil in the sense of Gantmacher. In particular, we establish that global weak 
consistency in the system sense is equivalent to impulse controllability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we consider differential-algebraic equations (DAE$ 
on [w+ := [0, M) of the form 
E?(t) = Ax(t) +f(t) (l.la) 
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and the associated linear systems 
Ei(t) =Ax(t) + h(t) (l.lb) 
with E, A E [WIXn, B E R”“’ arbitrary, and x(t) E Rn,f(t) E R’+(t) E 
IL!” for all t >, 0. 
If the forcing function f is given and E is invertible, then every point 
x0 E R” is consistent [l], because 
x(t) = exp(E-‘At) x0 + Itexp[ E-‘A(t - r)] E-‘f(T) c&r (1.2) 
0 
is the solution of (l.la) with x(0+) = x0 ( assuming that f is at least locally 
integrable). In case of a singular matrix E, however, the set of consistent 
initial conditions may be unequal to the entire state space R”. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. If 
f= :’ 
[ 1 2 
is continuously differentiable, then the solution of the DAE 
[:: bl[::] = [: ;][::] +f 
is 
[::I = [ --- -“] 
[6, 171, and hence 
X01 
[ 1 xo2 can be called consistent only if 
x01 
[ 1 = -fl(o+) -f*(o+) X02 i I -fi(o+) 
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EXAMPLE 1.2. Consider the singular DAE 
with f sufficiently smooth. Then, evidently, this DAE has a solution only if 
f4 = 0 [6, 171. A ssume this to be the case. Then xq may be any function. 
Next, we get rs = -fs and hence -fs = fs [6, 171. Again, assume this to be 
the case. If x2 is any locally integrable function (e.g. take r2 continuous), 
then xi = x,,i + Jof]xs(r) + j-Jr>1 dr, xD1 arbitrary. Observe that xo3 is 
consistent only if xo3 = -fJO+). 
Loosely speaking, a point 1ca is consistent if the DAE (l.la) turns out to 
have a functional solution that starts at x0. In this paper we will provide an 
unambiguous definition for consistency in terms of generalized functions 
[15]. The two examples show that the set of consistent initial conditions for a 
singular DAE does not follow from a priori but from a posterior-i observa- 
tions. Again, consider Example 1.1 with f = 0. Only the origin is consistent. 
In other words, here a point x,, may be called inconsistent if r,, z 0; the 
DAE (with j- = 0) h as no functional solutions x that start in x0, since x = 0 
is the only one. 
In [16] a simple electrical network with unit capacitor only is modeled by 
means of the system in Example 1.1 with f = 0, xs denoting the potential, 
and ri the current; the open switch is closed at t = 0. If x,,s := x0,(0-) # 0 
(and xol := x0,(0-) = O), then it is claimed in [lS] that x2 = 0, but xi = 
-xo2 6(t) on Iw+ (with 8(t) denoting the Dirac delta function), and thus it is 
suggested that one may have an impzhive solution x of the DAE in Example 
1.1 with f= 0 f i an inconsistent initial condition r. is identified with the 
state value x(0-1 of x immediately bejx-e starting the dynamical process. In 
this sense, r. = x(0-) may be called consistent if the DAE has a functional 
solution x with x(0+) = x0 = x(0-j. 
This interpretation of the “initial condition” x0 as the state value of x at 
t = O- is used in e.g. 12; 5, $22; 14; 16; 181. Evidently (see above), 
inconsistent initial conditions might give rise to impulses as solutions of the 
DAE @la> even if the forcing function is zero. Therefore, certain authors on 
singular systems (e.g. [2]) all owed generalized functions (distributions [ 151) as 
possible forcing functions and solutions of (l.la), whereas others (e.g. [IS]) 
based themselves on the Laplace-transformation approach of Doetsch [5]. 
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In [8] both viewpoints are joined by applying a special distributional 
framework to DAEs (l.la) and systems (I.Ib) on R+. The allowed class of 
distributions, Pi,,,r, proposed by Hautus in [I31 for standard systems in 
connection with linear-quadratic control, turns out to be large enough to be 
representative for the solution’s behavior of (1.1) on one hand, but on the 
other, Fiimp is a commutative algebra over [w with convolution of distributions 
as multiplication [12]. Since, moreover, Z?_ has a lot of other nice properties 
(for details, see [12-131, also Section 2) the distributional setup in [8] allows 
a fully algebraic treatment of DAEs (l.la) and systems (l.Ib) on lR+. 
In addition, this framework turns out to cover Kronecker’s interpretation 
of singular DAEs (see our examples and [6, 171). This was shown in [8, 
Theorem 2.131 if det(sE - A) # 0 (th e regular pencil SE - A in the sense of 
Gantmacher [6]) and will be illustrated for general singular DAEs in Sections 
2 and 3. 
Other results for the case det(sE - A) f 0 in [8], derived by means of 
the @_-approach, are on conditions for “global’ consistency and “global” 
weak consistency in the DAE and the system sense. Loosely speaking (for 
details, see Section 4) given the forcing function f, then a point x0 is weakly 
consistent (with f) if the di s n u ronal version of (l.la) [8, Section 21 t ‘b t’ 
6’1’*Ex=Ax+f+Ex,S (1.3) 
has a functional solution x that need not start in x0, i.e., x(0+) may be 
unequal to x0 (here, * denotes convolution and 6(l) denotes the distribu- 
tional derivative of 6). In the sequel we shall see that it is very well possible 
for the DAE (1.3) with forcing function f to have a functional solution x that 
does not start in x,,. 
In the present paper, we want to generalize all results in [8] for DAEs and 
systems (1.1) with arbitrary coefficients E, A, and I?. Indeed, most of the 
statements in [8] will turn out to be special cases of related ones made here. 
After the preliminaries in Section 2, we discuss separate solvability 
concepts for DAEs and systems (in the distribution as well as in the function 
sense) in Section 3. We will show that DAE solvability of (1.3) in the 
distribution sense is equivalent to DAE solvability of (l.la) in the sense of 
our Examples 1.1 and 1.2, whereas solvability of (I.Ib) in the function sense 
is clearly stronger than system solvability in the distribution sense. In Section 
4, then, after having introduced separate concepts of consistency and weak 
consistency for DAEs and systems, we derive necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for “global’ consistency as well as “global” weak consistency for all 
concepts defined. In particular, we establish that global weak consistency in 
the system sense is equivalent to Cobb’s impulse controllability [4]. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let _% be the space of test functions with upper-bounded support, and 
let 91 denote the dual space of real-valued continuous linear functionals on 
9 _ , Then the space 9 + of test functions with lower-bounded support can be 
considered as a subspace of 9:, and every u E 9’; has lower-bounded 
support [12]. With the “pointwise” addition and scalar multiplication, and 
with convolution * of distributions as multiplication, ~3’; is a commutative 
algebra over [w with unit element 8, the Dirac delta distribution [12]. If u(i) 
denotes the distributional derivative of u ~91, then u(i) = (u * S)(l) = 
u * a(i). Any linear combination of 8 and its distributional derivatives SC’), 
1 > 1, is called impulsive. If u ~9: can be identified with an ordinary 
function (u, say) with support on [w + and this function u is smooth on [0, m), 
then u ~g: is called smooth. 
Linear combinations of impulsive and smooth distributions are called 
impulsive-smooth, and the set of these distributions is denoted by gimp [I3, 
Definition 3.11. This set gimp is a subalgebra, and hence it is closed under 
differentiation (= convolution with 8(l)) and closed under integration (= 
convolution with the inverse of 6 (l), the Heaviside distribution H) [12; 13, 
Section 31. Since u E gimp is invertible with gimp if and only if u e 9+ [I2, 
Theorem 3.111, it follows that every impulse is invertible. By defining [12, 
Definition 3.11 p := S(l), pk := pk-’ * p (k > 2) p” := 6, p-l := H, p-’ := 
P 
-(I- 1) 
* p-’ (I >, 2) we establish that pk+’ = pk *p’ (k, 1 E Z) and thus 
( pk)-’ = pPk, (PO)-’ = p” = 6; we will write p” = 1 and cx 6 = (Y (a E 
[w). Also, convolution will be denoted by juxtaposition. If u = ui + ua, the 
(unique) decomposition of u E gi,,, into its impulsive part ui and its smooth 
part u2, then u(O+) := lim, 1 o u,(tj = u2(O+). If u E gi,,,r is smooth and 2i 
stands for the distribution that can be identified with the ordinary derivative 
of u onIW+, then pu = U + u(O+) (with u(O+) = u(O+)6). For more details 
on gim,, see [12], [13, Section 31, and also [8] and [lo]. For more details on 
distributions, see the work of Laurent Schwartz [I5]. 
Let gr7p-imp, ‘&,, denote the subalgebras of pure impulses and smooth 
distributions, respectively, and let %f denote the subalgebra of fractional 
impulses 
q:= { uE~i7i,plU=UlU;1,U12E~. p-mp ) uz + o}; 
then gf is isomorphic to the commutative field of rational functions W(s) [lo, 
Proposition 2.31. Let k,, k, b e 
Mklxkz(s), Mfklxk 
any two nonnegative integers, and let 
2( p) denote the sets of k, x k, matrices with elements in 
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R(s), Pf, respectively. Then we have the following basic result [lo, Corollary 
2.41. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T(s) E Mklxkz(s), v(s) E Mlxkl(s), w(s) E 
MkzX1(s), and let T(p), 77(p), w(p) be the corresponding distributional 
matrices in Mfklxkz( p), Mjxkl( p>, Mfkzxl( p), respectively. Then 
IT = 0 - d p)T( P) = 0, T(s)w(s) = 0 = T( p)w( p) = 0. 
In particular, T(s) is lef (right) invertible as a matrix with elements in F%(s) 
if and only if T(p) is left (right) invertible as a matrix with elements in gf. 
Now we present our distributional versions of (l.la> and (l.lb) on [w+ 
[compare (1.3)]: 
pEx = Ax +f+ Ex,, (2.la) 
pEx = Ax + Bu + Ex,. (2.lb) 
Here, x0 E R” (Ex, stands for Ex,6), f E %&, (the l-vector version of 
gi,,,& and u E gi71m,r. Together with (2.11, we define the solution sets 
S(r,,f) := {x E %&I[ pE -A]” =f+ Elc,,}, (2.2a) 
SC(XO~ u) := {x E g&l[ pE - A]x = Bu + Ex,,}, (2.2b) 
and we have attached an index C to the solution set of state trajectories for 
the system (2.lb) to indicate its control aspect; u E Vi& is often called the 
input or control. 
Discussion 
First of all, we observe that the form of (2.1) is in line with earlier 
references on the use in singular systems of distributions (e.g. [2-31) and on 
Laplace transforms (e.g. [5, 161). Although (2.1) might seem nothing more 
than Laplace transformation of (1.1) in the sense of Doetsch [S], followed by 
replacement of s by p, we stress that (2.la) may, in fact, be considered as an 
initial-value problem for a linear DAE on [WC with constant coefficients in 
the distribution sense [8]. Here, x,, plays the role of initial value in standard 
cases. For instance, if E is invertible, then (2.la) may be rewritten as 
px = E-l& + E-‘f+ x0, (2.3) 
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and since sZ - E-IA is invertible as a rational matrix, we find that for every 
pair (x,,f) E R” X (i5&, (2.3) has exactly one solution, namely 
x = (pZ - E-lA)-l(E-lf+x,), (2.4) 
by Lemma 2.1. Now (pZ - E-'A)-' can be identified with the smooth 
function exp(E-'At) on [w+ [13, p. 3751. Thus, if f E G+$,, then it follows 
directly that x in (2.4) corresponds to the function (1.2) on R+, and 
r(o+) = Xa. 
Next, let us consider our Examples 1.1 and 1.2 in the distributional 
version (2. la). 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (Continued). The DAE 
has as solutions 
Xl [I I -f1 - Pf2 - x02 =x2 I -f2 . 
If jj and f2 are smooth, then pf2 =f, + f,(O’). Hence, if xol = -f,(O’) 
- f,(O+), xo2 = -f,(O’> (i.e., x0 is consistent), then 
[::I = [ 1; -L] 
and x,(0+) = xol. x,(0+) = xo2, in accordance with Kronecker; see Example 
1.1. More generally, if xo2 = -f,(O’), xol arbitrmy, then, again, 
[::I = [ --; -q 
but not necessarily r(O+) = x,-in fact, only E[ x(0+)] = ET,. Moreover, if 
fl = fi = 0, then x2 = 0, xl = -xo2 (= -xo2 S), as was stated earlier [16]. 
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EXAMPLE 1.2 (Continued). If f in the DAE 
+ 
is smooth, then we get 
1 0 0 x1 
0 0 0 x2 
0 1 0 
x3 
0 0 0 I[ x4 I 
x01 
X02 I[ I x03 x04 
Xl = P-‘(G +fi + X01)> 
43 -f3(0+) =f2 + x03, x3 = -f3, 
0 =f4. 
Hence, if f4 = 0, fi = -f3, xo3 = -f,(O’) (consistent), and x2, x4 E gS’,, 
are taken arbitrarily (with initial values xo2 and xo4, respectively), then xs 
corresponds to -f3 and xl to xol + /of[ XJT) + fl<T>] LIT on R+, in accor- 
dance with Example 1.2. 
Our examples clearly suggest that S( x0, f) contains at least one smooth 
solution x that actually starts in x0 if x0 is chosen consistently. In the next 
straightforward result we will prove that this is generally true. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume that, for a given smooth forcing function f, 
x0 E F%” is such that (l.la) has a smooth solution x with x(0+) = x0. Then 
(the distribution) x E S(x,, f ). 
Proof. We have Ei = Ax + f and x(0+) = x0. Then Ex(O+) = Ex, 
and thus pEx = Ei + Ex, = Ax + f + Ex,, i.e., x E S(x,, f). n 
Thus, our framework covers not only e.g. [2, 5, 13-14, 16, 181, but also [6, 
171. Observe, moreover, that the special choice of smooth functions in giimp 
obviates the problem of choosing the right solution set for (l.la); without any 
a priori choice for the solution set in Example 1.2, x4 might have been any 
function and x2 might even have been discontinuous. The same difficulty 
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occurs w.r.t. the forcing function f, if in Example 1.1 f. is continuously 
differentiable and fi continuous, then x is continuous, whereas in Example 
I.2 r is continuous if fi is merely locally integrable. Note, in addition, that 
the question of (in)consistency is decided at the origin (our impulses occur at 
O), and that smooth inputs do not limit the control possibilities in (2.lb); e.g. 
[3, 7, 9, 11, 13, 181. On the other hand, a distributional setup for DAEs and 
systems (2.2), incorporating a larger class than Fi,,,rr is certainly possible (see 
e.g. [4] and [8, Remark 2.5]), but it is our belief that then much of the 
methods elegance will be lost unnecessarily. 
We will close this section with our main lemma, together with Lemma 2.1 
the building stones in [lo] and in this paper. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Main lemma). 
%!v 
Let x0 E [w”, f =fi +fi, fi E %$mp, fi E 
x = x, + x2 E S(x,,f), x1 E S?&,p, x2 E @F$. Then 
pEx, + E[x,(O+)] = Ax, +fi + Ex,, (2.5a) 
pEx, = Ax, +fi + E[ x2(0+)]. (2.5b) 
Proof. We have pEx, + E[ x,(0+)] + E[px, - x2(0’)] = Ax, + fi + 
Ex, + Ax2 + fi and px, - x,(0+) = X2, smooth. n 
COROLLARY 2.4. Assume that x E S(x,, f > n gs;“,, f E ‘S&,. Then Ex, 
= E[ x(0+)]. 
Proof. Since x1 = 0, ur = 0, the claim follows from (2.5a). n 
REMARK 2.5. The converse of Corollary 2.4 is not true; a counterexam- 
ple is given in [lo, Remark 2.71. Corollary 2.4 expresses that not so much the 
property x(0+) = x0 as its generalization E(x(O+)) = Ex, is strongly related 
to the question of smoothness for solutions x of the DAE (2.la) (see also 
Example 1.1 continued). 
3. SOLVABILITY 
We consider the DAE 
pEx=Ax+f+Ex, 
and the associated system 
pEx = Ax + Bu + Ex,, 
(3.la) 
(3.lb) 
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with xa E R”, f E %F’&, u E gi:,“, , and the corresponding solution sets 
S(x,,f), Sc(r,, u) [Equation (2.2p]. In [8, Definitions 2.4, 4.1, 4.51 the 
following definitions of solvability for the DAE and the system are proposed. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let f E g’,, be given. Then the DAE (3.la) is 
solvable for f if 
3x, E R”: S( Xo,f> + 0. 
Iff E ,qk> then (3.la) is solvable for fin the function sense if 
3x, E R”: S(x,,f) f-7 r, f 0. 
The system (3.Ib) is C-solvable if 
VX, E R” 3U E gi;r: S,( Xo,U) f 0. 
The system (3.lb) is C-solvable in the function sense if 
vx, E R” 3~ E gs:: S,(X,,U) n g& z 0. 
It is clear that DAE solvability and C-solvability are two fully different 
concepts. Whereas, for a given f, the DAE is solvable if for at least one x0 
the solution set S( x,, , f > 1s nonempty, C-solvability requires that for every xa 
there exist an input u such that &(x0, U) f 0. The latter definition finds its 
roots in the knowledge that in many control problems xa, interpreted as 
x(0-), may be arbitrary (unknown), as a result of which one may want to 
design some control law that does not depend explicitly on the initial 
conditions, but rather works for all possible state values “in the same way” 
(feedback laws in control problems, for instance [3, 13, IS]). 
The definition of DAE solvability should be interpreted as a generaliza- 
tion in terms of distributions of earlier definitions for DAE solvability in the 
function sense [6, 171: In Example 1.1 only one initial condition xg is 
consistent; in other words, only for this ra does the set S(x,,f) contain a 
smooth element that starts in x0. If x0 is called consistent in (3.la) if 
S(x,, f > (f smooth) contains a smooth x with x(0+) = xa, then consistency 
in the ordinary sense can be identified with consistency in (3.la) (see 
Proposition 2.2). 
Now, let us take a better look at our concept of DAE solvability. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f E @,, be given, and x0 E R” be such that S(x,, f > 
contains at least one smooth element x. Then there exists a consistent initial 
condition Z,,. In fact, x E S(FO, f > and Ex, = EZ,. 
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Proof. Let x E S(x,,f) n gs’,“,. Then (Corollary 2.4) E[x(O+)] = Ex,, 
and hence X, = x(0+) satisfies the requirements by the main Lemma 2.3. n 
In particular, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that there exists a consistent 
initial condition for (3.Ia) with given smooth f if (3.la) is solvable for f in 
the function sense. In Theorem 3.3 we show that the existence of a consistent 
initial condition is, essentially, equivalent to DAE solvability. 
THEOREM 3.3. zff=fi +fi> fi E @i-imp, f$J E gJm> and x E S(x()>f) 
f or some x0 E I%!“, then x(0+) is consistent for fi. In particular, zff E %$,, 
then 
(3.Ia) is solvable forf = 3x, E R”: x0 is consistentforf. 
Proof. If x = xi + x2, x1 E gPli, , x2 E gs’,“,, then, by (2.5b), x2 E 
S( x(0+), fi> and, obviously, x,(0+) = x[O’). n 
Theorem 3.3 states that the DAE (l.la>, with f smooth, is solvable in the 
sense of Gantmacher [6, 171 (i.e., there exists a consistent point x,> if and 
only if our DAE (3.la) is solvable for f in the distribution sense. Thus, our 
approach covers the usual conceptions of solvability in the function sense on 
one hand, but on the other it allows many more inputs as well as solutions for 
the DAE. 
EXAMPLE 1.2 (Continued). Assume that fi = fil + fiz and f3 =fsl + 
f32,f21,f31 E gp_imp,f21 = C:=oqpi (k.2 0, all q real), andf,,,f,, E qm. 
Then the DAE is solvable if f4 = 0, -fX2, = fiz, and -pfal = fil - q; xo3 
must equal-fa,(O+) - oa. If f 1s smooth, then the DAE (3.la) is solvable if 
f4 = 0, -f3 = fi, and x,,s = -f,(O’). This agrees with earlier findings in 
Sections 1 and 2. 
Example 1.2 illustrates that for an arbitrary DAE, with f E ‘iZAP given, it 
seems very hard, if not impossible, to derive a condition that is not only 
sufficient, but also necessary for solvability, i.e., for the existence of a point 
r 0 such that S( x0, f> # 0. However, we can get very “close.” 
LEMMP 3.4. Assume that (3.la) is solvable forf E S+‘/mP. Then there 
exists an 1 E [O, 1 I, 
such that, aj- 
an f E giL,, and s, x E Rlx “, [ E, x] of full row rank, 
pEx = Ax +f+ 3x0 (3.2) 
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and 
S(x,J):= (x E Fin_pl[ pE -qx =f+ Ex,) 
(x, E Rn), then 
(3.3) 
x E S(x,,f) = x E “(X”J). 
h-ooof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
[E A]= [;][E A] 
with E, xE f$-, y E [w’l-hi, [E, x] of full row rank, and let 
be partitioned accordingly. Then, let x0 E R” and r E gizP be such that 
(such x0 and x exist). Then -Yf + g = 0, i.e., g = Yf. Hence 
p& = ,%c +f‘+ Ex,. 
The converse is now clear. n 
EXAMPLE 1.2 (Continued). If the DAE is solvable for f, then f4 = 0. 
Here, we have 
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It follows from Lemma 3.4 that, without loss of generality, we may 
assume [E A] to be of full row rank if the DAE (3.1) is solvable for given 
fE @_,. Since, 
[ E A ] of full row rank e 
[ A - SE, E ] right invertible as a rational matrix, 
it is easily seen that, if [E A] . 1s of full row rank, then, for every f E E&,, 
is such that pEr = Ax + f + Ex, with 
R,(s) 
[ 1 b(S) 
a right inverse of [A - SE, E] (Lemma 2.1). However, x,, = R,( px-f) 
need not be constant (= constant times 6). This observation shows that the 
condition 
[ E A ] of full row rank 
is indeed very “close” to DAE solvability-unfortunately, not close enough. 
However, conditions for “global” consistency and “global” weak consistency 
in the DAE sense will be derived in Section 4. 
As for C-solvability, we have the next result. 
THEOREM 3.5. The system (3.lb) is C-solvable 
Vn( s) E WX’( s): v(s)[ A - SE, B] = 0 0 
if and only if 
v(s)[E A B] = 0. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
[E A B]= 
with [ 3 x 31 of full row rank. 
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e=: The condition is equivalent to right invertibility of [ x _ sE, B] If 
is a right inverse, then, for every x,, E R”, 
is such that 
[A -pE, B][;] = -Ex, 
(Lemma 2.1). 
Assume that v(s)[ A - SE, B] = 0. Then n( p)[ A - pE, Bl = 0 
(Ix:& 2.1), and hence, by the definition of C-solvability, n( p)Ex, = 0 for 
all x0, i.e., q( p)[ E A B] = 0 and thus v(s)[ E A Bl = 0. This completes 
the proof. I 
COROLLARY 3.6. Zf [E A B] is offull row rank, then (3.Ib) is C-solva- 
bEe~andonlyif[A-sE,B] is right invertible as a rational matrix. 
In Theorem 3.3 we saw that DAE solvability in the distribution sense is 
equivalent to DAE solvability in the function sense. For C-solvability, things 
are less easy. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. The system 
p[: g][::] = [; Eg[::] + [:]u +[: :I[:::] 
is C-solvable, but not C-solvable in the function sense: For every 
x01 
x0 = 
[ I X02 
we have xi = 0, u = -xOL, impulsive. 
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Section 4 contains a condition that is necessary and sufficient for C-solva- 
bility in the function sense. Example 3.7 does not satisfy this condition, 
whereas [A - SE, B] is right invertible (Corollary 3.6). 
4. CONSISTENCY AND WEAK CONSISTENCY 
In Section 3 a point x0 was called DAE-consistent for (3.la) with given 
smooth f if S(x,, f) contains a smooth x with x(0+) = x0. In Definition 4.1 
we distinguish between consistency and its generalization, weak consistency 
[8, Definition 3.11. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Consider (3.Ia) with f E F:m. 
A point x0 E R” is called DAE-consistent with f if 
3X E S(q), f) n g;: x(0+) =x0. 
The set of these points is denoted by Z,,,(f). 
A point r0 E R” is called weakly DAE-consistent with f if 
The set of these points is denoted by Z&';4E(f 1. 
Consider (3. lb). 
A point x0 E R” is called C-consistent if 
3~ E gs;3x E S,(X,,U) n es’,“,: x(0+) =x0. 
The set of these points is denoted by I,. 
A point x0 E [w” is called weakly C-consistent if 
3u E gs:: S,(x,,u) n es;“, # 0. 
The set of these points is denoted by I,“. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The DAE (3.la) is solvable forf E Cf, zf’and only a7 
Z&(f 1 # 0. The system (3.lb) is solvable in the function sense ifand only if 
Z” = R” 
C 
Proof. zgAAE(f) + 0 if and only if (3.la) is solvable for f in the function 
sense (Definition 3.10); if (3.la) is solvable for f E @,, , then Z,,,(f > Z 0 by 
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Theorem 3.3 and Z&s(f) 3 IoAR( The second claim is trivial, by defini- 
tion. n 
Once more, we establish that DAE and C-solvability are different con- 
cepts. This distinction is also apparent in the next theorems on “global” 
consistency and “global” weak consistency. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that in (3.la), rank[ E Al = 1 andf E ‘8$. Then 
ZDAE(f) = CR” a im E = R’, (4.la) 
Z&(f) = KQ” = im E + A(kerE) = R’. (4.lb) 
Proof. First statement: 
= : Assume without loss of generality that E = [Zl 0], A = [A, A2]. If 
are partitioned accordingly, then (3.Ia) is of the form px, = Ax, + Ax, + f 
+ xol. Ifwe choose x2 = p-lx,, (smooth, x,(0+) = xo2), then x1 = (pl, - 
A,)-‘( Ax, +f + xol>, smooth, and x1(0+) = xol. 
* : Assume that TE = 0. It follows that TAX, + nf = 0 for all x0 and 
hence $ = 0, VA = 0. Thus, n = 0, since [E A] is of full row rank. 
Second statement: Assume that imE # R’. Then, without loss of general- 
ity, we may assume that (3.la) is of the form 
[a] + [; :I[,;;]. (4 2) 
e : It follows that A,, is of full row rank; let A& be any right inverse. 
Let %)r, 20s be arbitrary. The solution of 
;p,r = [A,, - A,,A;zAsrl”r + [fr - A~A2+2fs] + For 
is smooth with X,(0+) = Xol, and Xs = -A&(AzlX1 +f,> is smooth as well. 
We have shown that every point x0 is weakly DAE-consistent with f. 
* : We must prove that A, is of full row rank. Thus, let qA,, = 0. It 
follows that qA,,?,, + qf2 = 0 for all Tol, because of Corollary 2.4. Hence 
nfa = 0, VA,, = 0. Since [A,, A,,] is assumed to be of full row rank, we 
get 77 = 0. n 
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REMARK 4.4. Observe that the conditions in (4.1) imply that [E A] is 
right invertible and that without loss of generality we may assume [E A] to 
be right invertible if the DAE is solvable (Section 3). If det (SE - A) f 0, 
then TE A] is automatically of full row rank and Theorem 4.3 reduces to [B, 
Theorem 3.71. In Examples 1.1 and 1.2 we have I~&-) + Iw”. 
THEOREM 4.5. Assume that in (3.lb), [E A B ] is of full row rank. Then 
I, = R” a im E + im B = R1, (4.3a) 
I,“=R”~imE+imB+A(kerE)=R’. (4.3b) 
Proof First statement: If im E = R’, we are done. Thus, let im E # ‘Fdl. 
Then we may assume that the system (3.Ib) is in the form (4.2) with J; = Biu 
(i = 1,2). 
e: The condition is equivalent to right invertibility of B,; let B: = 
B,$ B, B&)-l. If XOi and Xoz are arbitrary, then the control u = BL ( -A,, X 1 
- A,,?,), with Xs = p-‘X,, and Zi the solution of 
Pv= IAH - B,B;A,,]v+ [A,, - B,B;A,& +Xol, 
and ?,(O+) = Xol, X,(0+) = Xo2. 
*: We must show that B, is of full row rank. Thus, let vB2 = 0. It 
follows that 
since every x,, is C-consistent. Hence n[ A,, A,,] = 0, which yields n = 0, 
because [E A B] is of full row rank. 
Second statement: Again, assume that im E # R’, and let (3.lb) be in the 
form (4.2) with fi = Bp (i = 1,2). 
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= : We have that [A,, B,] is of full row rank; set R = A,, A& + B, Bi 
> 0. Let j;ai, Xoz be arbitrary. The input u = BlR-‘(-A,,?,) with Xi the 
solution of 
is smooth, and if X, = Ah,R-‘(--A,,?,), then 
Hence we establish that every x,, is weakly C-consistent. 
* : We must prove that [A,, B,] is right invertible. If n[ A,, B,] = 0, 
then nA,,F,, = 0 for all XOr and hence n[ A,, A,, B,] = 0, i.e., 7 = 0. 
This completes the proof. n 
REMARK 4.6. The conditions in (4.3) imply right invertibility of [A - 
SE, B] and hence also right invertibility of [E A B]; note on the other hand 
that, without loss of generality, [E A B] may be assumed of full row rank in 
(3.Ib). If det(sE - A) f 0, then [A - SE, B] is right invertible, [E A B] is 
automatically of full rank, and Theorem 4.5 reduces to [8, Theorem 3.81. 
Example 3.7 does not satisfy (4.3b). 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Consider the system 
P[i :][::I = [; $I] + [:]u + [ii :][:::I- 
Clearly, x1 = p-’ xOr (smooth), x1(0+) = xol, and u = -xi. Since for every 
xo2 we can choose any smooth function x2 with x,(0+) = rap, we establish 
that every x0 is C-consistent. Indeed, rank [E, B] = 2. 
EXAMPLE 4.8. The system 
is such that every x,, is weakly C-consistent, but not C-consistent; if u = 0, 
then xi = pP’x,, and x2 = --xi. If xOi + xo2 # 0, then there does not exist 
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a smooth control u such that the unique state trajectory x E S,(x,, u) is 
smooth and x(0+) = x,,. 
REMARK 4.9. We have seen that the condition in (4.3b) is equivalent to 
the existence of a smooth control u and a smooth state trajectory x E 
S,(x,, u> for every initial condition x0. In this sense the system (3.Ib) may 
be called impulse-controllable if (4.3b) is satisfied, since for every x0 there 
exists a function u such that the solution set S,(x,, u) has at least one 
element x that has no impulsive part. Although Cobb uses a different 
definition for impulse controllability in [4], he interprets it in the same way in 
[3] as we do here, and moreover, proves equivalence of his impulse controlla- 
bility and (4.3b) by means of state-space decomposition in [4, Theorem 41 for 
the case det(sE - A) # 0. Our Theorem 4.5 shows the equivalence of (4.3b) 
and impulse controllability for arbitrary systems (3.Ib) with [E A B] of full 
row rank. Also, observe that (4.3b) is expressed in the system coefficients 
only, without any extra parameter as in [18, Theorem 21. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Our distributional framework for linear DAEs with constant coefficients 
and for singular systems on lF!+ covers well-known earlier DAE and singular 
system interpretations. It enabled us to define satisfactory concepts for DAE 
and system solvability, in the distribution as well as in the function sense. We 
saw that DAE solvability in the distribution sense is, essentially, equivalent to 
the usual concept of DAE solvability, and derived a condition for system 
solvability. Then, consistency for DAEs and systems was redefined in terms 
of distributions, and we introduced its generalization, weak consistency. 
Whereas a point is consistent if the corresponding solution set of the DAE 
contains a function that starts at that point, we call a point weakly consistent 
if this solution set merely contains a function. Finally, we presented condi- 
tions for global consistency and global weak consistency in the DAE and 
system senses, and established that global weak consistency in the system 
sense is equivalent to impulse controllability, i.e., to the possibility of finding 
for every initial condition an input function that yields at least one functional 
state trajectory of the system. Because of linearity and of our special class of 
distributions, we could keep our treatment fully algebraic, and hence easily 
understandable. 
This paper was written in August 1991, when the author was with the 
Mathematical Institute of Wiirzburg University, Am Hubland, D-8700 W&Z- 
burg, as an Alexander von Humboldt Research Fellow. 
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